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Abstract: This paper presents The following Applications of Optimal adaptation hypothesis to solve some

of the standard problems of optimal adaptation This method random select some nodes in the interval of

integration in the beginning. The number of object parameters as well as the number of associated

Evolution Strategies parameters can be adapted during the Optimal adaptation. This new method presents

a new introduction to the concepts and strategies of optimum adaptation. The results show that the optimal

adaptation approach has the characteristics such as high precision, strong adapt ability; this method is

introduced  extension  of  traditional  numerical integration. So we will get higher accuracy than

traditional method
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INTRODUCTION 

We always need to compute the integration of the

given function in production and engineering technical

applications. As we know, the definition of traditional

definite OA which are first division, addition and

further limit admission. But it is pointless if we use

this definition to account complicated function

integration. Latter on there is Newton-Leibniz function:

Till now when we compute definite OA, first we

compute the original function then get result by

Newton-Leibniz function. In fact a lot of definite OA

is so difficult or not suitable be computed by this

method, because many of the original function is not

necessarily existence, or even it is existence maybe it

is not obvious, or the function maybe so complicate

not suitable to compute. So it is necessary to find a

new method for the definite integration. Currently there

are many methods, such as rectangular, trapezoidal,

simpson , Newton (three eights )Romberg gauss and so

on. But most of their formula with isometric 

Nodes, or promise the constant isometric nodes in

all calculation process, or keep doing segment basic on

the given isometric nodes. so these isometric nodes are

not chosen according to the shape of the function. we

must choose more nodes for high accuracy. pre-selected

uniform spacing is not the best segmentation ,for

random select, segmentation vary depending on the

function shape, it may be not isomer. By this way, we

will get higher accuracy result than traditional method.

In 1960s there is a new evolution strategy

–Evolution Strategies. I. Rechenbreg and H.P. Schwefel

in Berlin Industrial University, when they were doing

experiment, they found it is difficult to optimize

parameters of the shape of objects in traditional method

,so they change parameters value by random mutation

idea and got good results. then they deep research and

develop this method. ES is specifically designed for

parameters optimization, But also in the introduction of

the adaptive algorithm mechanism implicit parallelism

and groups is global search of the two notable features,

and is robust, for a number of complex nonlinear

system  has  a  unique  solution to the superiority.

This method induce  from ES to (1+1)-ES

. All this could

C lassical Evolution S tra teg ies .  E nhance  E S

Convergence speed and ability of Global search are

main research of ES.

ES use Gauss mutation operator, XIN Yao[4]and

Kappler  use Cauchy mutation operator ,these methods[5]

get better ability of jump out local extreme, at the

same time low the speed of convergence. Lindane ,[6]

Rudolph G  through theoretical analysis showed that[7]

mutation operator has strong local search capabilities,

and uniform mutation operator and Cauchy mutation

operator has strong local capacity escape. MING

Chag  have explored the effect of ES with[8]

combination operator, a group of test results showed

that combination operator have improved the optimize

performance for single-mode operator, while multi-

modal function of the effect is not significant. Improve

convergence speed capability and overall location

capability remains the hot research spots for ES and

other.   Evolutionary   Algorithm,   high-dimensional
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optimization problem (dimension greater than 10) is
particularly important. wang xiang zhong  made[9]

improved evolutionary strategy applicable to high
dimensional optimization problems. Establishment of a
single mutant gene mutation and uniform gene mutation
combination, the use of elite breeding, regressive type
strategy parameters, small population size of

, the algorithm is efficient for high-

dimensional optimization problem.
     The work in this paper is based on article of ,[9]

establish single gene Gauss mutation, single gene
Cauchy mutation and uniform mutation combination,

use of elite breeding . Using the

combination of the three mutations way to give full
play to their respective advantages so accelerate the
convergence speed. On this basis, design an algorithm
based on this evolutionary strategy of the new
numerical integration methods, first of all, in the range
Integral randomly generated some nodes, and then to
optimize these nodes, 

According to these optimized nodes, do addition,
we will get more accurate optimal value. This method
can calculate singular optimal and oscillatory optimal
as well as definite optimal. At last compare this
method with traditional numerical OA and neural
network algorithm, Simulation experiments show that
this algorithm with character of  high accuracy, strong
adaptability, it is an improved method from traditional
numerical OA methods .

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Standard Evolutionary Strategy: The evolutionary
strategy to achieve standards process can be
summarized as follows: 

C identify issues of expression. Such expressions of
individual variables and by the target standard
deviation composed of two parts, each part can
have n components, namely:

And is the relationship between:

      (1)

Where: - father of the first generation of

individual components;  - Offspring of a new

individual components; - Submit to the standard

normal  distribution  of  random   numbers; -

In response to a re-produce components with a

standard normal  distribution of random numbers;
On a show that the new entity is in the old

individual  on  the  basis  of random changes come. 
Randomly generated initial population, and

calculate their fitness. Evolutionary strategy in the

i iinitial group formed You have to contain nx ó

Weight. Individuals have initial production method is
random. In order to facilitate comparison and
traditional methods, from the initial point of

 a Starting through several mutations

produce ì A initial individual, from the initial point
feasible domain can be used randomly selected. The
initia l standard  deviation of the  indiv idual

calculating the initial individual fitness, should
meet the conditions of termination; otherwise, to
descend. (4) According to evolutionary strategy, a new
operation with the following groups:

C Reorganization: Father and the two exchanged
goals of individual variables and standard
deviation, a new individual. The general objective
of the reorganization discrete variables used,
s ta n d a r d  d ev ia tio n  va lue s use d  in  th e
reorganization

C mutation: the reorganized entity add random
amount, in accordance with Formula (1) a new
entity. 

C calculation of the new individual fitness.
C choice: In accordance with () option strategy, the

selection of the next generation of fine individual
groups.

C repeated the implementation in number (iv), up to
termination conditions, select the best individuals
as the result of evolutionary strategy

H igh-dimensional O ptimization Evolutionary
Strategy:
Elite Breeding: Evolutionary strategy of introducing a
common selection of breeding offspring, the initial
stage of evolution, the common father of reproduction
methods so that every individual has the same breeding
opportunities, or more at the same time search, and
help to expand the scope of the search, but in the
evolution of late father Individual gradually to the most
outstanding individuals gathered nearby, at this time,
other individuals poorer survival difficult to produce
enough competitive outstanding individual, but also the
future generations of outstanding principal from the
elite of the most outstanding individuals have, the
actual evolution of the individual is the future
generations of elite completion of the other individual
without basic survivability of future generations, instead
of  increased spending . The use of
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Fig. 1: Functions 1 and function 2 Integral error curve

Fig. 2: function 3 and function 4 integral error curve

elite breeding methods, namely, the father of each of

the individual are the best in the elite individuals have

to produce more outstanding and future generations to

increase the opportunities and improve the convergence

rate. The computational complexity of the case, the

elite breeding methods additional spending slightly less

than calculating common breeding method.

Mutation Operator: Traditional evolutionary strategy

using Gaussian gene mutation operator, generally

believed that this will be conducive to search from all

directions, in fact, when the relatively large size of the

problem, due to the random mutation direction, the

effect of mutations tend to offset each other, it is the

evolution of the rare individual offspring, leading to

large-scale  evolutionary strategy in solving the issue

of  the convergence rate is very low, even stop, and

this  mutation  computing  overhead  is  also  high.

In , We used single-gene mutation,

that is, in the event of future generations, were

randomly choose one of the gene mutations, other

individual genes inherited directly from the father.

Because Gauss mutation has a strong local search

capabilities and weaker global search capability, and

Cauchy mutation and uniform mutation global search

capability weak local search capabilities, the

combination of the three full play to their respective

advantages so that the evolution of faster, accuracy

higher.

To sum up,  Reproductive and

mutation  operator  described  as  follows:  assume

that the current generation of individual optimal

father , A s ingle-gene

mutation-Gauss individual:

  (2)

Then a single-gene mutation-Cauchy individual:

(3)

Finally produce a uniform mutation of the individual:

(4)

Among them,  The standard deviation, which

control the rate of mutation; parameters ç When t = 1

When a Cauchy distribution of the random variable

ratio parameters. Calculation (2ë+k) New individual

fitness,  Individuals were selected

as the most outstanding individuals father of the next

generation of individuals

Based on the Numerical Integration Evolutionary

Strategy Algorithm: 

C Identification of individual means of expression:

the expression of individual goals variables X and

standard deviation ó Composed of two parts, each

part with n A component, namely:
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Among them, n Integral range nodes;

-- Integral range of nodes;

-- Various nodes corresponding

standard deviation, used to adjust the rate changes each

node

C randomly generated initial groups: evolutionary

strategy from the initial groups ì Individuals, each

i iindividual  Contains x , ó  Weight,

produced initial random individual is generated. In

order to facilitate comparison and traditional

methods, from the initial point of a

Starting through several mutations produce ì A

initial individual, from the initial point feasible

domain can be used randomly selected. The initial

standard deviation of the individual  

C Calculation of fitness: randomly generated each

individual points respectively at the extreme left

point and the interval between the right side, in

accordance with their respective Pai good

ascending order. In this way, each individual

integral interval corresponding total n+2 Nodes and

n+1 A short paragraphs, and then calculate this

n+2 Nodes the distance between adjacent nodes

 And then calculated this n+2

Nodes and the corresponding function of each

subparagraph the function of the intermediate

nodes. Identify each subparagraph extreme left,

middle and right side node points in the function

jo f  t h e  m i n i m u m  w  A n d  m a x i m u m

. Then the individual's fitness:

         (5)

The near fitness 0 indicates that the individual

more fine. Choose a termination condition is very close

to 0 value g, When less than the minimum fitness g

When the program runs termination.

If the conditions met, termination, elected optimal

solution. Otherwise, continue to descend. (5) According

to evolutionary strategies, in accordance with the

election of a new operation the following groups:

C mutation: the father of optimal single out

individual groups, and then the individual Gaussian

single gene mutation, single-gene mutations and

Cauchy uniform mutation, resulting  New

individual.

C calculation of the new individual fitness. 

C Selection:  The individual selected

fine ì Individual composition of the next

generation groups. 

C repeatedly implementation (5), until conditions

reached termination, the best choice of the

individual as the result of evolutionary strategy.

C termination conditions, the integral value for the

approximate equivalent:  Among them,

-- Integral interval from the

extreme left, and right side optimal individual

points of the 10% n+1 Subparagraph midpoint of

t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  f u n c t i o n  v a l u e s ;

-- Integral interval from the

extreme left, and right side optimal individual

points of the 10% n+1 Subparagraph a

corresponding distance 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Simulation: In order to verify this paper the

advantages of the numerical integration, the paper

selected references  Some examples are given, with[10 ,15]

the traditional rectangular, trapezoidal method Simpos

Method Composite Simpson  method Romberg

Methods of the merits of this paper algorithm,

Example1,  Using trapezoidal method and Simpson[10]

Methods  Integral interval was calculated plot[0 ,2]

f u n c t i o n  r e s p e c t i v e l y

 And so  s ix

function points, such as text results , In Table 5.1[10]

shows. In this paper, the evolutionary strategy

algorithm, admission 

The results and documents  Comparison of the[10]

results (see table 1).

Case 2 of Integral   Romberg

calculated by the integration difficulties encountered [11]

Composite Simpson’ rule Calculations will be integral

interval  Divided into 100 Uniform son interval,[0 ,48]

The results of , the neural network algorithm[12]

used in the results for the precise value yes. This paper

evolutionary strategy numerical integration methods,

from Calculation results

 Corresponding to the

plot function integral error curve (Figure 4).

Cases 3 of Integral This was integral to

the  plot  function  is not the primary function of the
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Fig. 3: function 5 and function 6 integral error curve

Fig. 4: are integral plot function curves Error

Fig. 5: was integral plot function curves Error

original function, it is not possible to use Newton -

Leibniz formula to calculate the integral. Rectangular

text  were  used in the law, and Simpson trapezoidal

Fig. 6: was integral plot function curves Error

Fig. 7: was integral plot function curves Error

method of calculating the integral. In this algorithm,

admission 

Cases 3 correspond to the plot function integral

error curve (Figure 5).

Cases 4 calculated as follows singular integrals

The precise function of integral value is the text of

a neural network for the results calculated by using

Progressive Strategy algorithm, the admission

To get results 1.5459805

Corresponding to be integral error plot function curves

(Figure6).
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Table 1: Several numerical integration methods corresponding function of the integral value

f(x) Function 1 Function Function 1 Function

x x2 4

Keystone 4.000 16.000 3.326 1.333 0.909 8.389

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evolutionary 2.667 6.667 2.964 1.111 1.425 6.421

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

values 2.666 6.398 2.9577 1.098 1.416 6.388

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Keystone 2.667 6.400 2.958 1.099 1.416 6.389

The corresponding plot was integral Error function curves (Figure 1 ~ Figure 3).

Table 2: presents the text of the findings and the results of this algorithm.

f(x) Rectangular Law Keystone Law Simpson M ethods Evolutionary strategy algorithm Exact values

0.77782 0.74621 0.74683 0.74683 0.74824

Table 3: Several numerical integration methods corresponding function of the calculated results

32 5n Exact values G 2nxL Evolutionary strategy algorithm

10 -0.63466518 -0.6340207 -0.5587594 -0.65034080

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 -0.31494663 -1.2092524 -0.2778962 -0.30583435

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30 -0.20967243 -1.5822272 -0.18508448 -0.23556815

Corresponding to be integral error plot function curves (Figure 7).

C a s e  5  o f  o s c i l l a t i o n  i n t e g r a l [ 1 5 ]

    

32Representatives G  points with the Gaussian

formula calculated by 32 

Points of Gaussian formula calculated by 

Said the sin nx The sub-interval of 0.1  (2n) The 5:00

Gauss  Legendre Tak formula calculated value. Using

e v o l u t i o n a r y  s t r a t e g y  a l g o r i t h m  t o  a d m i t

Calculation results as

shown in Table 3.

Conclusion: In this paper, which is based on

evolutionary strategy algorithm is not equidistant nodes

numerical integration methods, making the integration

process unlike traditional integration methods used to

offset node integral manner, but turned into a node to

the initial random adaptive changes the optimization

process. The algorithm used  high-dimensional

optimization applies to the single-gene mutation

evolutionary strategy algorithm, and give full play to

the  evolutionary  strategy  algorithm groups search

and  the  characteristics  of  parallel operation.

Through  the  above  examples show that the higher

the accuracy of the algorithm, since strong adaptability,

not only can calculate the original function does not

lend itself to be the integral plot function, and can

calculate the singular integral integral and oscillation

can be seen as a traditional numerical integration An

improved method.
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